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energy [Eq. (7)]. We do not discount contribu-
tions from kinks and phonons but merely assert
their small weight for ~„in contrast to the other
spectral densities, as considered in Ref. 1.

To summarize, the present and our previous
study' have revealed that all three fundamental
normal modes of the sine-Gordon equation, the
linear phonon mode, the nonlinear kink, antikink,
and breather modes give rise to resonances in
the thermalized sine-Gordon chain. In particular,
although the breather is a well-documented solu-
tion to the continuous and deterministic prob-
lem,""it has not previously been shown that
these coherent anharmonic phonon effects persist
in statistical mechanics or they have the strong
response characteristic shown here. In view of
the lack of any method providing reliable esti-
mates of the spectral densities of such nonlinear
systems, we hope that these results will stimu-
late theoretical work in this area. Moreover,
our results suggest that the spectral density
measured in the one-dimensional XY-like ferro-
magnetic CsNip, in a parallel field should be in-
terpreted in terms of breathers and magnons in
contrast to current interpretation. "
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For massive-lepton pair production in meson-induced reactions, we use quantum chro-
modynamics pertur'bation theory to predict that the decay ~~~lar distribution in the pair
rest frame w01 ch~~ge from predominantly 1+cos 9 to sin'6 as the longitudinal-momen-
tum fraction of the pair x& -+ l. The two ~~gular distributions are associated respective-
ly with (1-x) and Q ~(1-x) components of the valence-quark structure function of the
meson.

The Drell-Yan process'A+X-ElX measures
the ability of colliding hadrons to reconfigure
their momentum into the local production of a
massive lepton pair with four-momentum Q". As
the edge of phase space is approached (i.e., r
=Q/s-I or x~=Q~/Q~ -I), an annihilating
quark q or antiquark q in the subprocess qq-y~
-l/ is taken far off-shell, and consequently the
far-off-shell, short-distance internal dynamics
of the hadronic wave function is probed. The
Drell- Yan process can thus be used to determine
the structure functions of hadrons not normally
accessible in deep-inelastic scattering and to
measure other important aspects of the dynamics

(e.g. , spin properties) of the hadronic constitu-
ents at short distance.

In this Letter, we report an analysis of meson-
induced massive-lepton pair production, MB
» E'I X, in the context of perturbative quantum
chromodynamics (@CD). We go beyond the usual
treatments by including explicit eQects associ-
ated with the meson bound state. ' We assume
that in the low-momentum-transfer domain, the
meson wave function describes a qq bound state,
and that at large momentum transfer, the momen-
tum dependence of the meson wave function is
controlled by the Bethe-Salpeter kernel —and
thus by single-gluon exchange in the asymptotic-
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freedom limit. This idea is sketched in Fig. 1.
The same model' yields the standard predic-
tions'4 for the power behavior of meson and bary-
on form factors at large Q, and for baryon va-
lence structure functions, all consistent with ex-
periment. Our focus here is on the consequences
of the QCD description of internal hadron dynam-
ics; logarithmic corrections due to QCD radia-
tive processes can be treated in the conventional
manner.

The most striking testable consequences of
this QCD picture for MB-&'l X are its predic-
tions for the valence-quark structure function of
the meson and for the polarization of the virtual
photon y~-l l . The structure function has both
a scaling' [(1-x) ] and a nonscaling' [Q s(1-x)0]
component, with specified relative magnitude.
Each is associated with a different angular dis-
tribution in the lepton-pair rest frame. For Mq
-E'l X, we obtain

do o- (1-x)'(1+ cos'8) + -'((k ')/Q')sin'8 (1)

Here x is the momentum fraction (light-cone va-
riable) of the annihilating q from the meson, (kr )
is the average of the square of its transverse mo-
mentum, and cos8=p, p„is defined in the lepton-
pair rest frame. Mentification of the nonscaling
piece in the data can be made in several differ-
ent ways: the x dependence of the cross section
at fixed Q', s, the angular (8) dependence at fixed
x, Q, s; and the s dependence at fixed Q'/s.

The dominant contribution to m N-p, 'p. X at
large Q arises from the annihilation uu y*
-ILL'ILL, where the antiquark u comes from the n

and the u from the nucleon. We concentrate on
the kinematic region where only the u is far off-
shell (i.e., xF-1). It is sufficient to treat the u
quark as nearly free and on-shell. Thus, the in-
cident nucleon structure is not indicated in the
lowest-order diagrams shown in Fig. 1 for m q
-y*q. Both diagrams in Fig. 1 are required by
gauge invariance, although in a physical (axial)
gauge, the scaling contributions as Q'-~ can be
identified solely with Fig. 1(a). We partition the

-y(p+)

p(p )

FIG. 1. Diagrams for Mg-qy*, y*- p,+p . Solid
single lines represent quarks. Symbols p&, p„p~,and

p, denote four-momenta of quarks, and k is the four-
momentum of the gluon.

incident meson momentum p equally between the
constituent q and q; this simplifying approxima-
tion can be discarded as it does not affect our
conclusions.

The kinematics of the annihilating antiquark
are specified with light-cone variables x, = (p,o

+p, ')/(p + p ), and kr, . Setting p,'=m', where
m denotes the bare quark mass, we use energy
and momentum conservation to derive

kr, '+ x,m' —x,(1-x,)m, '

As x,-1, p, s becomes large and far spacelike.
The squared four-momentum carried by the gluon
in Fig. 1,

k' = (p, ——',p)' =-'(p, '+ m') ——,
' m„',

also becomes large as x, -1. Therefore, invok-
ing arguments based on asymptotic freedom, we
suppose that in the range of x, of interest to us,
the single-gluon-exchange approximation shown
in Fig. 1 will yield a good representation of the
asymptotic large-momentum behavior of the
Bethe-Salpeter kernel for the qq bound state. '

The invariant amplitude corresponding to Fig.
1 is

1 nk'%'~ u(p, )y„v(p ) —'„,q,(0)pu(p, )y„u~(-,'p)v ~(2 p) -y"
~

y" + y' ~ y" u(p~),
f.

where Zzu~v ~ = (2 p + m}y, specifies that the uc. bound state is a pseudoscalar. ' The factor g,(f =0) in

Eq. (3) represents an integration over the soft momenta in the pion wave function. We remark that
our expression for the amplitude is precisely correct in the limit of zero binding energy for the mes-
on. Note also that in our calculation the quark transverse momentum k~ enters explicitly; it is not an
arbitrarily assigned "intrinsic" or "primordial" k~ associated with the qq binding in the wave function.
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For simp]. icity in what follows, we set m' =0 and m, ' =0, and we restrict our attention to Rr, ' «q'.
Using the amp]itude in Eq. (3), we compute an explicit expression for the cross section for ~ N- WAX.

After integration over the azimuthal angle in the pair rest frame, we obtain

d kr, dx, d kr&dx~G«z(x»») k ~ ( —x,) (1+cos 8)+ —— sin 8
q' „a 2 & y, '(0) 1, , 4k,.' . ,

d ' r dx~d cos8 TQ

&«"'(Q, -k,.-k„)6(x,— .—,)6(q'- . , ). (4)

G,-„-(1-x)'+ -', (k,')/Q'. (6)

The nonscaling contribution is independerit of x
and will dominate the scaling contribution at fixed
q'(1- x) as Q'- ~. In our model the relative mag-
nitude of the scaling and nonscaling terms is
fixed. ' When the nonscaling term dominates in
Eq. (4), the mean (kr, ') is of order q'/Inqs.
(ii) The nonscaling contribution corresponds to a
longitudinal structure function and provides a
sin 8 angular distribution in the lepton-pair rest
frame, in contrast to ihe conventional expectation
of 1+coss8. At fixed Q', the sin'8 term dominates
in the cross section as xF-I.. The usual rule
that annihilating spin-& quarks produce trans-
versely polarized photons is modified when off-
shell constituents are involved. In our case, the

q is kinematically far off shell since, as xF-&,
all of the momentum of the recoil spectator quark
must be transferred to the annihilation subproc-
ess. In this situation the spin of the incident mes-
on influences the final angular distribution. In a
different language, the bound-state effect can be
identified with a "high-twist" subprocess, since
more than the minimum number of elementary
fields is required.

In the range 4.0 ~M =(Q')"'- 8.5 GeV, an ef-
fective pion structure function has been extracted
by Newman et al. ' from their data on m N- p,+p, X

Here G,&„is the quark structure function of the
nucleon. We have discarded contributions which
are of order Q 2k'(l-x, ) and Q 4kr~(1-x, ) ' in
the square brackets of Eq. (4).' The contribu-
tions from sea quarks and antiquarks in the mes-
on and nucleon are also ignored in Eq. (4)~

In the Bjorken scaling limit, q'-~, at fixed x„
the valence-quark structure function can be ex-
tracted from Eq. (4):

G;~,(x) = fd'kr G;„(x,jar) o- (1-x)'. (5)

The corresponding %r falloff produces pairs with
a qr ' distribution' (for kr, «q').

We observe the following additional features of
Eq. (4): (i) We can identify a nonscaling contri-
bution to the structure function. After averaging
over cos9, we obtain

OI =

I.O—

0.6—

(b)

O. l -0.2—

-0.6—

QQI ~. I ~ I ~ I ~

I Q
0 0.4 0.6 0.8 I.O 0

X

I

1

M (GeV)

25
5.0

———7.5
I

0.4 0.8
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FIG. 2. (a) The quantity xq„(x)as a function of x for
two values of Q2 near the top and bottom of the range
explored experimentally. Here we set xq„(x)= 2xG~/~
with G-, y, provided in Eq. (6), and (&r~) =1 Gev~. The
factor 2 is chosen to reproduce approximately the nor-
malization of the experimentally deduced effective
xq„(x)near x = 0.5. For comparison, we plot as a
dashed curve the experimental form (Ref. 10) 0.5{1
-x) . The computations in this paper are applicable
only for x & 0.5. (b) Predicted value of ~ as a function
of xF for different values of I [= (Q )' ] at py, b=225
Gev/c, with (kr') = 1 GeV~.

at 225 GeV/c. They report that xG,'"P'(x)=0.5(1
—x)'I'c'c' for x&0.3. For similar values of Q',
our structure function in Eq. (6) can mimic the ob-
served (1-x)' behavior if we choose (kr')=1
GeV'. This value of (kr') is consistent with meas-
ured" values of (Qr') = ((kr, +kr, )'). We remark
Parenthetically that the Parameter (krs) in our
formulas is a function of Q' and x and effectively
includes the mass terms which were dropped
when we set I' and I,' =0. Shown in Fig. 2(a)
is a comparison of our structure function, Eq.
(6), for different values of Q, with the form
G, '"P'(x) deduced from the data, assuming Q' in-
dependence. We urge that the analysis of the da-
ta be repeated with Eq. (6).

In Fig. 2(b) we present our prediction for the
polarization parameter a in the expression do'/

dcos8=1+ o. cos28. In our model, o. =(1-x)/(1
+r), with
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Our predictions are presented as a function xF
= (x, —7/x, )/(1- ~). The angle 0 is referred to
the f-channel (or Gottfried-Jackson) system of
axes: cos8=p„p„.Observed values of a are re-
ported" only for data averaged over all xF, and,
as we expect in this case, o.=1 for 4&~ & 8.5
GeV.

The experimental observation of an effective
(1-x)' behavior of the quark structure function
of the pion is incompatible with general crossing
arguments for Born diagrams which mandate only
even powers of 1-x as x-1 when a fermion is
extracted from a meson. " The linear behavior
(1-x) would be expected, or sPinless quarks. On
the other hand, the spin-& nature of the constitu-
ents seems well established by the observation
in the same experiment of a decay angular dis-
tribution of 1+ icos'9 with 0,=1. Our analysis
provides a resolution of this apparent paradox.
We suggest that the observed (1-x)' behavior is
an approximation to our Eq. (6), in which only
even powers of 1-x appear. The critical test of
this assertion is the identification of the predict-
ed sin'8 behavior of the decay angular distribu-
tion at large xF.

Observation of our predicted sin'8 nonscaling
term in the data would reinforce the applicability
of the Drell- Yan model with spin-& quarks and
verify that structure functions can be understood
in some detail in a QCD framework. Failure
would mean that there is no fundamental explana-
tion for the observed power behavior of structure
functions. The nonscaling and angular -dependent
effects we derive are in addition to, but much
stronger than, analogous effects provided by @CD
gluonic radiative corrections; in particular, our
prediction for the angular distribution applies at
small Q» where gluonic radiative corrections
do not upset the conventional 1+cos% expecta-
tion. " The form we derive for the structure
function in Eq. (6) should apply universally; for
example, an analogous structure function should
also be observed in meson-induced large-pr had-
ronic processes. "

In baryon- (or antibaryon-) induced reactions,
BB-/lX, the 1+ cos'0 behavior characteristic of
spin-& systems is maintained as x-1. However,
nonscaling longitudinal contributions arise near
x = -', if we take into account the subprocess (qq)
+ q -q+y* with a bosonic diquark system. '~ These
effects may be related to the anomalous values of
o'r/a'r observed in deep-inelastic electron scatter-
ing" at moderate values of Q'.
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Production of Muon Pairs by 225-GeVlc n+ , -E+, p+— Beams on Nuclear Targets

Results are presented from a large-accept
tion was observed in the mass r~~ge 2 to ll
P' beams at 225 GeV/c on carbon, copper, an
tions and the production dependence on pair
target nucleus are discussed.

ance experiment in which muon-pair produc-
GeV/c'. Data were taken with n'

~ K', and
d tungsten targets. Differential cross s ec-

mass, xq, pr, incident-particle type, and
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Lepton-pair production in hadron interactions
has been a particularly fruitful area for testing
current ideas on hadronic structure. In this Let-
ter we report the most recent of a series of meas-
urements on p,-pair production. The data have
more than a factor of 50 greater sensitivity than
our previous measurements' and explore several
features of the production which have not been
studied before.

The measurements were carried out with the
Chicago cyclotron magnet spectrometer in the
Muon Laboratory at Fermilab. The basic config-
uration of the spectrometer is discussed in our
previous work. ' The major modifications for this
experiment consisted of, (1) installation of larger
multiwire proportional chambers upstream of
the cyclotron magnet to increase acceptance at
low Feynman x (xF) and high pair mass, (2) addi-
tion of a second large hodoscope array down-

stream of the magnet, and (3) addition of mass-
threshold logic to the trigger to permit the use
of higher-intensity incident beams. Details of
the trigger, mass-threshold logic, and the spec-
trometer are presented elsewhere. ' Improve-
ments in the beam-line configuration resulted in
an order-of-magnitude increase in available beam
intensities.

An unseparated positive or negative beam of
225-GeV/c hadrons (n', K',p') was focused to a
2-cm&3-cm spot at the experimental target.
Four threshold gas Cherenkov counters were
placed in the beam to identify the particle type.
For negative running, all counters were set just
below P threshold. For positive beams, two coun-

ters were set below% threshold and two were
set below proton threshold. The pion component
of the positive beam was enhanced at the expense
of total transmission, by placing a polyethylene
absorber in the beam about 300 m upstreat of the
spectrometer. With this absorber pions consti-
tuted 28%%uo of the positive flux. The resulting posi-
tive beam intensity was kept below 10'/sec to al-
low w-K-p separation. Negative intensities of up
to 2&10'/sec were obtained.

Carbon, copper, and tungsten targets, each 1
absorption length thick, were used. The carbon
target was divided into three segments of equal
thickness, separated by scintillation counters.
The scintillator pulse heights were used to local-
ize the beam interaction point and hence to test
for thick-target effects, Production of p pairs
by secondary particle interactions in the target
mould appear as an excess of counts at low Feyn-
man x (x~ =P~*/P ~„*)for the events originating
in the downstream target segment. A comparison
of xF distribution of 10 000 J/g events originating
in the upstream and downstream target segments
reveals no evidence of secondary interactions.

For reasons described in the following paper, '
a carbon target was used to measure p,-pair pro-
duction cross sections from ~' and m beams.
Special care was taken to maintain similar oper-
ating conditions for the two beam polarities. Fol-
lowing this phase of running, Cu and W targets
were used with the highest available negative-
beam rates.

The event reconstruction is very similar to
that of our previous experiment which has already
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